Rule book
Colonies is a resource management game in which
the players compete to dominate in trade, politics
and technological development.

Game components
1 game board, 5 player screens, 1 rule book, 1 5irst player card, 1 turn marker, 5
pairs of voting cards, 25 event cards, 9 player markers in each of the 5ive player
colours. Resource tokens: 25 of 1 resource, 25 of 3 resources and 10 of 5
resources in each of the 5ive colours. Colonist/pirate tokens: 40 of 1 colonist/
pirate, 30 of 3 colonists/pirates and 10 of 5 colonists/pirates. Colonial Credits
pieces: 30 of 1€, 20 of 2€, 20 of 5€ and 30 of 20€.

Among Meeples

35 players
Ages 14+
23 hours
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Setup
1. Determine which player has which planet with its unique resource.
Draw lots to distribute a planet to each player. Players arrange themselves around
the table accordingly.
2. Determine Hirst player
All players present a closed 5ist. On the count of three all players show a number of
5ingers between zero and 5ive. The 5irst player is the player who presented the most
5ingers. If there is a tie, the 5irst player is the player who presented the second‐most
5ingers. If there is a tie again the 5irst player is the one who presented the third‐most
(and, as it were, fewest) 5ingers. If no 5irst player could be determined because no
player showed a unique number of 5ingers, start over. The 5irst player receives the
5irst player card.
3. Prepare the board
Please refer to the diagram on the opposing page.
There is no limit on the number of resources, colonists, pirates or Colonial Credits
you can have in play. In case you run out of tokens, rede5ine the large tokens to
represent more of the item in question.
4. Receive starting resources, Credits and event cards
1. Each player receives a player screen in the colour of his planet.
2. Each player receives two voting cards in the colour of his planet.
3. Each player receives two of each of the other four resources (none of the
player’s own resource). The resource stock is public information.
4. Each player receives 50 € (Colonial Credits). The money stock is secret
information.
5. Each player receives 5 face down event cards.
5. Create event card deck
Each player chooses one of their 5ive event cards and places it face down in the
middle of the board. The players keep the remaining four event cards they received
face down in front of them. The chosen cards (one from each player) constitute the
event card deck used in the 5irst 5ive event phases. If there are fewer than 5ive
players, the deck is randomly supplied from the remaining, undealt event cards so
that there are 5ive cards in the event card deck. Shuf5le the event card deck and place
it beside the board. Reveal the top‐most event card; this is the current event card.
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Preparation of the board

2. Place players’ technology
markers on 1 of each of the
5ive technology tracks. All
players begin as level 1 in all
5ive technologies.

3. Place trade markers on trade agreements on the
lowest, outer‐most number on each side of each
trade agreement: Blue player places blue tokens
on the near end of his four trade agreements on
the 5ield marked with 1 blue dot. These
represent how many blue resources Blue player
has promised to trade partners. Similarly for
Red, Purple, Yellow and Green player.

1. Place turn
marker.

Event cards

Trade route
Trade agreement
9. The 5irst player
receives the
5irst player card

8. Players receive
two voting cards

5. Place one matching
resource on the top 4. Place the supply
7. Place the supply
of each resource
shelf of each of the
of Colonial Credits 6. Place the supply of
on the planet with
markets.
colonists/pirates
beside/on the
the corresponding
beside/on the corner of
corner of the
colour.
the board.
board. Each
player receives
50 €.
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Game overview
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the game concepts and game
play before going into the actual rule details. This chapter can be skipped by the
reader; all rule information in this chapter is found also in the following chapter on
Game Play.
The thriving colonies of Zel’var is the destination for many adventurous
souls who choose to leave the Solar System and good old Planet Earth
seeking a new life and good fortune. But not all Hind what they are
looking for. Many become disillusioned and even discontent and turn to
pirating the prosperous trade routes between the Hive planets, much to
the regret of the leaders of the Hive trade guilds who have great need of
the trade income in order to advance technologies and create jobs for the
newlyarrived colonists.

Goal
The game is played over 10 turns (10 years), and the winner is the one with the most
victory points. Colonial Credits and technology advances are the two sources of
victory points.

Resources and markets
Each player controls the administration of a planet with access to a unique resource:
Information (blue), Biotech (green), Energy (yellow), Space Ships (purple) and
Luxury Goods (red). Each resource has a market where players can sell resources
and under special conditions buy resources. The more resources are available at the
market, the lower the market price for buying and selling.

Trade agreements
Each planet has a trade agreement with each of the other four planets. In this way all
players have access to all 5ive resources. At the beginning of the game the trade
agreements all promise the delivery and the reception of one resource. E.g. the total
status of Blue player’s four trade agreements is that he agrees to deliver one blue
resource to each trade partner and is promised one resource in each colour in return.

Events
Each turn an event occurs, the outcome of which can be in5luenced by the players
through a vote in the Council. Resources can be spent to achieve extra votes. The
upcoming event is known one year in advance.
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Colonists
Each year a number of colonists arrive at the 5ive planets, sometimes in large
numbers sometimes in smaller numbers. The actual number is known one year in
advance.

Technologies
The resources and the new colonists that arrive each year are used to make advances
in 5ive areas: Community, Military, Commerce, In5luence and Industry. These 5ive
technologies are each associated with one action and one passive ability.

Pirates
At the end of each year remaining colonists turn into pirates, blocking the trade
routes. If the pirates are not removed in time, they will steal a player’s resource
income and dump the resources on the markets.

Turn sequence for each year
1.
2.
3.
4.

Income phase. Resource production and arrival of colonists.
Event phase. Vote and resolve event card. Reveal next event card.
Action phase. Each player has 3 actions; one at a time.
Upkeep phase. Full5ill trade agreements. Colonists become pirates.

Euterpe (Red):
Resource: Luxury Goods
Euterpe is the cultural and commercial hub of the sector and home to some of
the greatest artists and craftsmen in the galaxy. The desert sands provide a
great resource for glasswork and other luxury goods, and the warm weather
and gentle climate makes it an ideal vacation spot for anyone wanting to
relax, whether you enjoy strolling in the art museums of the crafting district
or the exotic dancers at the clubs in the space port district. It is possible to
trade almost anything on Euterpe’s many markets, and often at a fair price
too, even though everything is strictly controlled by the merchant’s guild.
The inhabitants of Euterpe care little for interplanetary politics, preferring to
let the merchant’s guild handle most problems as they see 5it, often resulting
in them holding less sway in the council or at least having to rely on huge
bribes to push their will through when the 5ind it important enough. Since
most of the planet’s goods are handcrafted there is very little in the way of
large industries on the planet, and it is sometimes hard for the more popular
craftsmen to keep up with increasing demand.
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Technologies and their active and passive abilities

§

Community
GRANT CITIZENSHIP (INCOME PHASE). The community level determines how many newly

arrived colonists you can reject when they arrive at the colonies. For each colonist in
the rejection group that you choose to grant citizenship, you receive 1 €.
PROVIDE REFUGE (ACTION). The community level determines how many pirates can be

turned into productive citizens. For each pirate removed from opponents’s trade
routes you gain one resource from the bank of the corresponding type, i.e. a resource
of the type that the pirate was blocking. Pirates can also be removed from the
player’s own trade routes, but for these no resource reward is received from the
bank. The removed pirates from the player’s own or from opponents’s trade routes
can be added to the active player’s colonist supply.

¤

Military
POLICE SECTOR (BEGINNING OF UPKEEP PHASE).

The military level determines how many
pirates can be removed from the player’s trade routes at the beginning of the upkeep
phase, i.e. before full5illment of trade agreements when the pirates otherwise would
have blocked resource income. The pirates cannot be added to the active player’s
colonist supply.
HUNT PIRATES (ACTION). The military level determines how many pirates can be caught.

For each pirate removed from opponent’s trade routes the player collects 1 € from
the opponent(s). Removing pirates from the player’s own trade routes is also
possible but gives no money reward. The pirates cannot be added to the active
player’s colonist supply.

%

Commerce
SALESMANSHIP (UPKEEP PHASE). The Commerce level determines how many of the

players’s own unique resource he is able to substitute with one of the other four
resources when it is found impossible to fully meet the trade agreements. However, a
player can never give a trade partner that player’s own resource in order to full5ill a
trade agreement.
BUSINESS TRIP (ACTION). The Commerce level determines how many resources the

player can sell at the markets.
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InHluence
LOBBY GROUPS (EVENT PHASE). The level of in5luence determines the player’s number of

free votes in the Council.
TRADE NEGOTIATIONS (ACTION). The level of in5luence determines the player’s ability to

negotiate trade agreements.

"

Industry
ORDER BOOK (INCOME PHASE).The Industry level determines how much of the player’s

own unique resource is automatically produced in addition to the production meant
for export to the other colonies in the income phase.
PRODUCTION PEAK (ACTION). The Industry level determines the ability to produce more

of the player’s unique resource and at the same time attract further colonists.

Abilities
GRANT CITIZENSHIP

Actions
Community

PROVIDE REFUGE

Income phase. Receive € with
colonists or reject colonists.

§

Rehabilitate pirates; receive
resources from bank

POLICE SECTOR

Military

HUNT PIRATES

Remove pirates at the beginning of
upkeep phase

¤

Catch pirates; receive € from
opponents

SALESMANSHIP

Commerce

Upkeep phase. Substitute resources
when ful5illing trade agreements

%

BUSINESS TRIP
Sell resources in the markets
for €

LOBBY GROUPS

InHluence

TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

Free votes in event phase

#

Adjust trade agreements

ORDER BOOK

Industry

PRODUCTION PEAK

Produce own resource in income
phase

"

Produce own resource and/
or attract colonists

POWER & PRESTIGE
Game end: 0‐2‐5‐9‐14‐26 victory
points

Technology

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

*

Upgrade technology

Table 1: Technologies and their active and passive abilities.
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Game play
The rules are written for 5ive players. Changes for the four and three player game are
explained separately at the end of the rules.

Turn Sequence
Each turn has four phases:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Income phase. Resource production and arrival of colonists.
Event phase. Vote and resolve event card. Reveal next event card.
Action phase. Each player has 3 actions.
Upkeep phase.
A. Full5ill trade agreements.
B. Place pirates.
C. Advance the 5irst player clockwise.
D. Advance turn track.

At the end of the event phase in turn 5, the event card deck is resupplied with one
card from each player’s hand in the same way the initial event card deck was built, as
explained below.

1. Income phase.
Resource production
Players produce as many of their own resource as the total export value of their
trade agreements. In addition they produce as many of their own resource as their
Industry level.

Example 1.1. Resource production: Red player’s trade agreements promise 2
resources to Blue, 3 resources to Green, 1 resource to Yellow and 1 resource to
Purple. Totally the export value of Red player’s trade agreements is 7 (2+3+1+1).
Red player has an Industry level of 2. The export value and the Industry level are
added (7+2), so all in all Red receives 9 red resources.

Receive colonists
Each player receive colonists: the number stated on the current event card plus the
turn number. Each player can use his Community level to receive Credits with the
colonists, up to a maximum equalling the Community level, or the player can receive

8
8

fewer colonists, up to a maximum reduction equalling the Community level, or a
combination thereof. A player cannot receive more Credits than the number of
colonists, even if his Community level exceeds the number of arriving colonists.
Example 1.2. Receive colonists: It is turn 4 and the current event card says “5
colonists”. Each player receives 9 colonists (4+5). A player with community level 3
can choose to receive Credits with up to 3 colonists (receiving in total 9 colonists
and 3 €). Or he can choose to receive up to three colonists fewer (receiving in total
6 colonists and no Credits). Or he can choose any combination thereof, i.e. to
receive 1 € and receive 2 fewer colonists (receiving in total 7 colonists and 1 €) or
to receive 1 € and receive 2 fewer colonists (receiving in total 8 colonists and 2 €).

2. Event phase.
The players vote and resolve the current event card. The number of votes each
player has equals his in5luence level plus the number of resources he chooses to
spend. Each player chooses behind the screen one of the two voting cards which
determines whether the cast votes are yes votes or no votes. Each player places any
Bellona (Purple):
Resource: Space Ships
Bellona is an inhospitable place and a large portion of the population actually
lives in the orbiting space docks. The wasteland on the surface is full of toxic
gasses and mostly acts as training grounds for the military academy with a few
mining camps scattered across the surface of the planet as well. The population
is often described as being even more inhospitable than the planet. Xenophobic
to the extreme and often involved in skirmishes with other planets, even daring
to attack Earth ships on occasion.
Having been banned from the council several times for aggresive rhetoric (and
once for discharging a plasma ri5le at the speaker) they are rarely involved in
the councils decisions. The only reason they have not been ousted completely by
the other planets is Bellona’s massive shipyards which provide the sector with
all of their larger cargo ships and most of the 5irepower needed to fend off
pirates. The other planets are still somewhat reluctant to trade with the
Bellonians and even the merchants guild often require extra payment for their
services.
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number of resources on the chosen card. Each resource placed on the vote card
counts for one vote. A player can choose not to spend any resources on extra votes.
The resources used for votes are spent; the players never get the resources back
whether they win or lose the vote. The unused voting card can be used to indicate to
the other players that the player is ready to vote by placing it face down in front of
the player screen.
The players’ stocks of resources are public information at all times, and players are
allowed to know their opponents stocks before voting.
Event cards have two possible outcomes: adoption of the of5icial proposal (listed 5irst
on event cards) or adoption of the alternative proposal (listed second on the event
cards).
In case the outcome of the vote is tied between the two alternatives, the 5irst player
decides the outcome.
If the majority of votes are yes votes, the 5irst motion is carried, and the player(s)
with the most yes votes get the 5irst effect stated on the card. In case of a tie, all the
tied players get the effect. When the 5irst motion is carried, players can always
choose to receive 4 € instead of the stated effect.
If the majority of votes are no votes, the alternative motion is carried, and all players
receive the effect stated in the middle of the card, and in addition the player(s) who
cast the fewest votes (whether yes or no) get the third effect stated on the card. In
case of a tie, all the tied players get the third effect.
When the event card has been resolved, the next one is revealed.

Example 2. Event: Red votes yes with level 3 in In5luence and spends 5 resources
and has a total of 8 yes votes. Blue votes no with level 3 in In5luence and doesn’t
spend any resources and has a total of 3 no votes. Green and Yellow both vote no
with level 5 in In5luence and each spend 2 resources resulting in a total of 7 no
votes each. Purple votes yes with level 2 in In5luence spending 1 resource and has a
total of 3 yes votes. The outcome is no, since there are 17 no votes (3+7+7) and 11
(8+3) yes votes. All players get the effect stated in the middle of the card. Purple
and Blue both get the third effect stated on the card, since they tie for the fewest
votes.
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At the end of the event phase in Turn 5 the event card deck has been exhausted and
is resupplied with one card from each player’s hand in the same way the initial event
card deck was built. If there are fewer than 5ive players the event card deck is
randomly supplied from the remaining, undealt event cards so that there are 5ive
cards in the event card deck. Shuf5le the event card deck and reveal the top‐most
event card; this is the current event card.

3. Action phase.
Each player has three actions. The actions are taken in three rounds: the 5irst player
begins by taking an action, then the turn progresses clockwise around the board.
When all players have taken one action, the 5irst player takes his second action and
the turn progresses clockwise around the board. Likewise for the third action.
If a player has one action less (as a result of an event card), the player takes an action
in the 5irst two action rounds and skips an action in the third round.
Every time a player takes an action he can choose any of the six actions. There is no
limit to how many times a player can choose the same action.

Player actions
§ Community – PROVIDE REFUGE
Rehabilitate pirates; receive resources from bank.
¤ Military – HUNT PIRATES
Catch pirates; receive Credits from opponents.
% Commerce – BUSINESS TRIP
Sell resources in the markets for Credits.
# InHluence – TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
Adjust trade agreements.
" Industry – PRODUCTION PEAK
Produce player’s own unique resource and/or colonists.
* Technology – RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
Pay the cost and advance one technology one level.
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§

3.1. Community action – PROVIDE REFUGE
When taking the Community action, the player converts pirates to citizens and
receives resources. The player returns a number of pirates to the supply or to his
own colonist stock and receives for each pirate removed from opponents’s trade
routes 1 resource from the bank corresponding to the resource the pirate was
blocking. The player can also return pirates blocking his own trade routes, but
receives no resources for these. The number of pirates that can be returned is
determined by the player’s Community level. The player can choose to return fewer
pirates than his Community level. With the Community action the player is able to
both receive his own unique resource and resources produced by opponents. The
player is free to choose how many of the removed pirates are returned to the
colonist supply, and how many to his own stock of colonists.
Example 3.1. Community action: A player with level 4 in Community chooses the
Community action and removes 4 pirates from trade routes. He chooses to return 2
of them to the colonist supply and adds 2 of them to his own colonist stock. The
5irst pirate was blocking an opponent’s trade route with Blue, and the player
receives one blue resource from the bank. The second pirate was blocking another
opponent’s trade with Blue and again the player receives one blue resource from
the bank. The third pirate is blocking the same opponents trade with Red (which
happens to be the player’s own colour) and the player receives one red resource
from the bank. The fourth pirate blocks the player’s own trade with Yellow. For this
the player receives no resources.

¤

3.2 Military action – HUNT PIRATES
When taking the Military action, the player removes pirates from trade routes and
receives Credits from opponents. The player returns a number of pirates to the
colonist supply, and for each pirate removed from opponent(s) trade route(s) he
receives 1 € from the opponent(s) whose trade route(s) were blocked. The number
of pirates that can be removed is determined by the players Military level. The player
can remove any pirates he chooses on any trade routes, his own or opponent’s trade

Example 3.2 Military action: A player with level 5 in Military chooses the Military
action and returns 5 pirates to the colonist supply. The player removes 2 pirates
from his own trade route with Red. The player removes 1 pirate from the Blue
opponent’s red trade route and removes 1 pirate from the same opponent’s purple
trade route and receives 2 € from Blue. The player removes 1 pirate from Red
opponent’s yellow trade route and receives 1 € from Red. Totally the player has
received 3 €. The player could choose to remove fewer pirates.
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Pallas (Blue):
Resource: Information
Pallas is mostly covered by ocean and was originally settled by scientists
studying the planets unique weather patterns. Some decades ago (it is
unknown exactly when) the planet was taken over by Erebos, a pirate cartel
responsible for many of the smuggling operations in the sector. Erebos quickly
turned the planet’s sensors and supercomputers to other uses, and today it is
almost impossible for anyone to move a hair without Erebos knowing about it.
Of course if you want to know too, whether it be technological secrets or the
private life of a government of5icial, Erebos will gladly share...for a price.
With little room left in the submerged cities on Pallas, and with new arrivals
making the place seem even more claustrophobic, many have turned back to
their old pirate ways. So far, however, Erebos has managed to use its in5luence
to keep plenty of supplies 5lowing to them while colonist‐ships are diverted to
more desirable destinations.

routes. For pirates removed from the player’s own trade routes, no Credits is
received. The player can choose to remove fewer pirates than his Military level, still
receiving 1 € for each pirate removed from opponents trade routes.

%

3.3 Commerce action – BUSINESS TRIP
When taking the Commerce action, the player sells resources and receives Credits
from the bank. The player places a number of resources from his stock on the
markets of the corresponding resources. The player must place each resource on the
highest shelf with free space. In each market there is space for 1 resource on the top
shelf. For each resource placed on a top shelf the player receives 3 €. In each market
there is space for 3 resources on the middle shelf. For each resource placed on a
middle shelf the player receives 2 €. In each market there is space for an unlimited
number of resources on the lowest shelf. For each resource placed on a lower shelf
the player receives 1 €. The player must sell resources at the highest possible price
at the chosen market. E.g. if the top shelf at the blue market is free, the player cannot
choose to sell one blue resource for 2 or 1 €, he must sell for 3 €. If he wants to sell
further blue resources, the next three must be sold for 2 €, and further blue
resources for 1 €. The player can choose to sell fewer resources than his Commerce
level.
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Example 3.3 Commerce action: A player with level 4 in Commerce chooses the
Commerce action and sells four resources. The player places one green resource on
the top shelf of the green market and receives 3 €. The player places 2 red
resources on the middle shelf of the red market where the top shelf is already 5illed
and receives 4 €. The player places one yellow resource on the lowest shelf of the
yellow market where the top and middle shelves are already 5illed and receives 1 €.
Totally the player receives 8 € (3+2+2+1) from the bank.

#

3.4 InHluence action – TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
When taking the In5luence action, the player adjusts his trade agreements. The player
has a number of adjustment points available corresponding to his In5luence level.
The cost of adjusting a trade agreement one step is 1 adjustment point. Adjusting the
same trade agreement an additional step costs an additional 2 adjustment points.
Adjusting the same trade agreement with one step a third time costs an additional 3
adjustment points. Adjusting trade agreements can be done in four ways; the cost of
adjustment points is the same:
1. Bilateral advancement: both markers on the trade agreement are advanced by
one step.
2. Unilateral advancement: only one marker on the trade agreement is advanced
by one step. 1 € is payed to the trade partner.
3. Bilateral decrement: both markers on the trade agreement are moved back by
one step.
4. Unilateral decrement: only one marker on the trade agreement is moved back
by one step. 1 € is payed to the trade partner.
The player can choose to use fewer adjustment points than his level of In5luence.

Example 3.4 InHluence action: A player with level 5 in In5luence chooses the
In5luence action and adjusts 1 trade agreement two steps and 2 trade agreements
one step. The player has 5 adjustment points. Adjusting the same agreement twice
costs 3 (1+2) adjustment points, leaving 2 points for adjusting two other
agreements. The player makes two bilateral adjustments on his agreement with
green, advancing both sides of the trade agreement by two steps, for the cost of 3
adjustment points. The player makes one unilateral adjustment on his agreement
with red, adjusting only the part of the agreement that determines his red income,
and pays 1 € to Red player. The player makes one decrement on his trade
agreement with blue, decreasing both sides of the trade agreement by one step.
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3.5. Industry action – PRODUCTION PEAK
When taking the Industry action, the player produces a number of his own unique
resource and a number of colonists. The player can produce as many resources as his
Industry level, and at the same time the player can produce as many colonists as his
Industry level. The player can choose to produce fewer resources than his Industry
level. The player can choose to produce fewer colonists than his Industry level.
Example 3.5. Industry action: A player with level 3 in Industry chooses the
Industry action and produces 3 of his own unique resource and 1 colonist. The
player can choose to produce from 0 to 3 of his own unique resource and can
additionally choose to produce from 0 to 3 colonists.

§

¤

%

#

"

Community

Military

Commerce

InHluence

Industry

green &
yellow

yellow &
purple

purple & red

red & blue

blue & green

Level 1

*
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Level 5

14

Level 6

26

Table 2: Cost of upgrading technologies and technology level victory point values at the
end of the game.
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3.6. Upgrade technology – RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
When taking the Upgrade technology action, the player chooses one technology in
which to advance by one level and pays the cost and advances his technology marker
on the relevant track. Each action allows an advancement of one technology by one
level, so even if the player has the resources to make two advancements at once, he
must spend two actions in order to do it. Each technology is associated with two
resources: the two neighbouring resources on the board. Each advancement costs a
number of each of the associated resources corresponding to the obtained level, plus
an equal number of colonists. For example, advancing to the Industry level 2 costs 2
blue resources, 2 green resources and 2 colonists. The cost of technology upgrades is
summarised in Table 2.

Example 3.6. Upgrade technology: A player with level 3 in Military chooses the
Upgrade technology action and pays 4 yellow resources, 4 purple resources and 4
colonists and advances to level 4 in Military. He advances his technology marker on
the military track from 3 to 4.

Buying resources in connection with the Upgrade technology action
When using the Upgrade technology action, players are allowed to buy resources
from the markets, but only if the player doesn’t have enough of the resource in his
stock.
Players can never buy resources for his stock, and can never buy resources except
when using the Upgrade technology action. Players are only allowed to buy the
resources that enables an upgrade that would otherwise not be possible. After the
upgrade the player can have none left of the resource type(s) that was bought.
Players can only buy resources from the markets, never from the supply. If the top
shelf of a market is empty, none of that resource is for sale.

Example 3.6.1. Buying resources in connection with the Upgrade technology
action: If the green market has one resource on the top shelf and one resource on
the middle shelf, a player who had no green resources when upgrading Industry or
Community can buy one green resource for 2 € and a second for 3 €, as long as he
has no green resources, and as long as he uses all bought resources for his Upgrade
action.
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4. Upkeep phase.
In the upkeep phase players 5irst ful5ill their trade agreements and then any
remaining colonists become pirates.
4A. FulHill trade agreements
Players ful5ill their trade agreements by paying the promised number of resources to
the trade partners in clockwise order. Resources are placed in the trade partners’
trade route areas for clarity. Income received in this phase cannot be used to full5ill
trade agreements. When all dues are paid, players take their resource income from
the trade route areas and place in their personal supply. If a player is unable to ful5ill
all trade agreements, he is allowed to substitute a number of resources
corresponding to his Commerce level. However, a player is never allowed to pay a
trade partner with the partner’s own unique resource type. If a player needs to
substitute further resources beyond his Commerce level, he pays 1 € with each
substituted resource. If the player runs out of resources, and still hasn’t ful5illed all
trade agreements, trade partners are paid 3 € for each missing resource. If the player
has no Credits, the trade partner receives no compensation, and the player no further
penalty. Note, that since trade agreements are ful5illed in clock‐wise order, the player
cannot choose which trade partner receives substituted resources or Credits.
Example 4A.1. FulHill trade agreements: Blue player has trade agreements that
promise 3 resources to Green, 2 resources to Yellow, 2 resources to Purple and 1
resource to Red. In his stock, the player has 5 blue resources and 2 yellow
resources. The player has Commerce level 3. The player pays 3 blue resources to
Green and 2 blue resources to Yellow. Now he has no further blue resources, so he
substitutes the 2 resources to Purple with yellow resources; this is no problem as
he is allowed to substitute 3 resources. Now he has run out of resources and must
pay 3 € to Red. If he has fewer than 3 € left, he pays all his Credits to Red.
If Blue instead had 5 blue and 2 purple resources he would deliver as above 3 blue
resources to Green and 2 blue resources to Yellow. Now he has only Purple left
which he can never give to Purple; instead he must pay 6 € (3 for each missing
resource) to Purple. To Red he delivers 1 purple resource; this is no problem as he
is allowed to substitute 3 resources.
If Blue instead had 4 blue, 4 green, 2 yellow and 1 red resource he would deliver as
above 3 blue resources to Green. Then he would deliver 1 blue and chooses to
deliver 1 green to Yellow and 2 green to Purple; this is no problem as he is allowed
to substitute 3 resources. To Red he gives a green or a yellow resource and 1 € in
compensation, as he has now substituted beyond his Commerce level.
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If a player’s trade route is blocked by one or more pirates, none of the promised
resources are paid to the player. In stead the pirates intercept the resources and
dump them on the corresponding market. When a pirate has intercepted at least one
resource, he is removed from the trade route and returned to the colonist supply. If
there are more than one pirate, one pirate is removed for each resource intercepted.
Example 4A.2. FulHill trade agreements: Blue player’s green trade route is
blocked by 2 pirates. Green player has promised 3 green resources to Blue, but has
only two left and substitutes 1 yellow resource. The 2 green resources are placed
on the green market in the highest free shelves. The yellow resource is placed on
the yellow market in the highest free shelf. The two pirates are both removed from
the player’s green trade route since at least two resources were intercepted. (Green
still receives his income of the trade agreement with Blue, unless there are also
pirates on his Blue trade route).

4B. Place pirates
If a player has remaining colonists, they are converted to pirates and placed one at a
time in counter‐clockwise order on the player’s trade routes, always beginning at the
rightmost trade route. The trade partners are not affected by the pirates on their
trade partners trade routes.
Example 4B. Place pirates: Blue player has 5 colonists and they are all converted
to pirates. The 5irst pirate is placed on the red trade route. The second pirate is
placed on the purple trade route. The third pirate is placed on the yellow trade
route. The fourth pirate is placed on the green trade route. The 5ifth pirate is placed
along with the 5irst on the red trade route. If there was already a pirate on the red
trade route, there would now be three pirates on the red trade route.

4C. The Hirstplayer token progresses clockwise to the next player.
4D. The turn marker progresses to the next turn.

Rules for four players
One of the 5ive planets is not controlled by a player. This neutral planet always full5ill
trade agreements, always paying with its own unique resource (never employing
substitution). Trade agreements with the neutral planet must be full5illed on the
same conditions and subject to the same rules for substitution and penalties as trade
agreements with opponents. Resources and Credits payed to the neutral planet go
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back in the supplies. The neutral planet’s trade routes are never infected with
pirates; pirates cannot be placed here. When players are adjusting their trade
agreements with the neutral planet, only bilateral adjustments can be made. The
neutral planet is never affected by the outcome of event cards.

Rules for three players
The rules for four players apply, but there are two neutral planets which cannot be
neighbouring planets. In addition, players start the game with 100 €.

Game end and scoring
The game ends after the Upkeep Phase of the 10th turn. The players get victory
points for their technology levels as given in Table 1 and for each Credit. The winner
is the player with the most victory points.
For each technology level receive 02591426 victory points
For each Colonial Credit receive 1 victory point
If there is a tie, then the winner is the one of the tied players who has acieved the
highest tech level (most victory points for technology levels). If there is still a tie, the
winner is the tied player who has the most resources in his stock.

Elysia (Green):
Resource: biotech
Elysia is the sector’s most fertile planet. The massive 5ields of gengineered
crops cover most of the planet and after Elysia’s ingenious scientists managed
to perfect the meat‐trees they have been able to supply 95% of the sector’s
demand for food. With the increased number of colonists arriving Elysia has
been forced to vastly upgrade their production in order to meet the demands.
Even though Elysia has a large population they have no military to speak of
since the other colonies all try to maintain good trade relations with Elysia and
no one wants to see others cut off their supply. On the downside this means
that Elysia often have to pay mercenaries or the other colonies to protect their
own trade convoys.
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Amateru (Yellow):
Resource: Energy
The crystal mountains of Amateru is one of the most beautiful sights in the
galaxy. Many people come here to meditate or seek refuge and most of them are
welcomed with open arms. There is plenty of food and water for everyone.
Both industry and spacecraft throughout the sector rely on the Amateru crystals
for power, but the Amateru prefer trading for food and other goods instead of
selling for gold. With little military power to speak of this has made them a
prime target for several Bellonian aggressions, but since Amateru is also home
to more than one retired pirate, somehow a 5leet of rogue ships have always
intervened and kept Amateru a peaceful paradise.

Event cards
Event cards have two possible outcomes: adoption of the of5icial proposal (listed
5irst) or adoption of the alternative proposal (listed second). When several players
are affected by the outcome, effects are carried out in player order from the 5irst
player. In case of a majority of yes votes, the player(s) with the most yes votes can
always choose to take 4 € instead of the outcome stated on the event card.
In case the outcome of the vote is tied between the two alternatives, the 5irst player
decides the outcome.
In the lower right corner of all event cards the colonist number for the next income
phase is listed, either 0 © or 5 ©. The number of colonists arriving is the turn number
(of the coming income phase) plus the
Deploy
colonist number given on the event card. ALIEN
TECHNOLOGY

When a player is required to place pirates
on his trade routes it is done in counter
clockwise order beginning at the
rightmost trade route.
If a player is required to pay resources or
Credits that he doesn’t have, or is unable
to downgrade a technology when
required, there is no further penalty.
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(majority of yes votes)
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take a
military action (or 4 €).
Study
(majority of no votes)
No player can upgrade
technologies in the coming
action phase.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes receive 3 colonists.

ALIEN VISITORS

Trade
EXOTIC DISEASE
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take a
commerce action or 4 re‐
sources of his choice or 4 €

Quarantine
All players lose all colonists.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes lose an action, and
have only two actions in the
upcoming action phase.

Confront
All players lose all colonists.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes lose 2 resources of
their choice.
APPOINT MEDIATOR Volenteer
IMMIGRATION
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take an
action of his choice (or 4 €).
Filibuster
All players lose an action,
and have only two actions
in the coming action phase.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes lose 2 resources of
their choice.
CORPORATE ENVOY

DIPLOMATIC
NEGOTIATIONS

Accept bribe
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take a
commerce or an industry
action (or 4 €).

Develop vaccine
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take an
action of his choice (or 4 €)

Integrate
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take two
industry actions (or 4 €).
Ignore
All players receive 2
colonists.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes receive an additional
2 colonists.

IMMIGRANT
WORKERS

Put to work
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take an
industry or a community
action (or 4 €).

Refuse negotiation
No player can take in5luence
actions in the upcoming
action phase. Player(s) with
the fewest votes cannot
take industry actions in the
coming action phase.
INCREASED CRIME
Seek peace
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take a
community or an in5luence
action (or 4 €).

Deport
All players lose 3 resources
of their choice or 3
colonists. Player(s) with the
fewest votes cannot take
military actions in the
coming action phase.
Police patrols
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take a
military or an in5luence
action (or 4 €).

Seek war
No player can take military
actions in the upcoming
action phase. Player(s) with
the fewest votes cannot
take industry actions in the
coming action phase.

Ignore
All players place 4 pirates
on their trade routes.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes cannot take in5luence
actions in the coming action
phase.
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INNOVATIVE
STAGNATION

INTERPLANETARY
UNREST

INTERSTELLAR
TRADE

JUMPGATE
TECHNOLOGY

Industrial espionage
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take an
upgrade action (or 4 €).

Union agreement
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take two
industry actions (or 4 €).

Outsourcing
No player can take industry
actions in the upcoming
action phase. Player(s) with
the fewest votes place 3
pirate on their trade routes.

Lockout
All players lose 3 colonists.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes place 3 pirates on
their trade routes.

Prepare for war
MERCENARY
COMPANIES
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take an
industry or a military action
(or 4 €).

Hire privateers
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately place 3
pirates on trade routes of
his choice (or 4 €).

Accept refugees
All players lose 2 resource
of their choice.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes receive 3 colonists.

Hire militia
All players in player order
immediately take a military
action. Player(s) with the
fewest votes cannot take
industry actions in the
coming action phase.
Run for governor
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take an
action of his choice (or 4 €).

Encourage
NOMINATE
GOVERNOR
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take a
commerce action or 4 re‐
sources of his choice or 4 €.
Restrict
All resources are removed
from all market shelves.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes cannot take
commerce actions in the
coming action phase.
Build
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take an
industry or an in5luence
action (or 4 €).
Restrict
No player can take com‐
merce actions in the coming
action phase. Player(s) with
the fewest votes cannot
take community actions in
the coming action phase.
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LABOUR DISPUTE

OPEN MARKET

Bicker
No effect for all players,
except: Player(s) with the
fewest votes lose an action
and have only two actions
in the coming action phase.

Approve
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take an
in5luence action (or 4 €).
Tariff barriers
All players lose 2 resources
of their choice.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes cannot take in5luence
actions in the coming action
phase.

ORGANIZED CRIME

RESOURCE
SHORTAGE

SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH

Fight
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take a
military action (or 4 €).

SOCIAL
INTEGRATION

Ignore
All players place 4 pirates
on their trade routes.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes place an additional 4
pirates on their trade routes

Exile
All pirates are removed
from all trade routes.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes place 3 pirates on
their trade routes.

Smuggling operation
TECHNOLOGICAL
BREAKTHROUGH
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take 2
resources of his choice and
a commerce action (or 4 €).

Study
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take an
upgrade action (or 4 €).

Ignore
No player can take
community actions in the
coming action phase.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes downgrade one
technology one level.
Grant funds
TRADE CONVOY
Player(s) with most yes
votes upgrade for free one
of his technologies of lowest
level (or take 4 €).
Fire researchers
All players receive 3
colonists.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes downgrade one
technology one level.

SMUGGLING RING

Forced labour
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take two
industry actions (or 4 €).

Turn a blind eye
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take a
commerce or community
action (or 4 €).
Seize contraband
All resources are removed
from all market shelves.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes receive 3 colonists.

UPRISING

Weaponize
All pirates are removed
from all trade routes.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes cannot make tech
upgrades in the coming
action phase.
Escort
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take a
commerce or a military
action (or 4 €).
Ground
All players receive 3
colonists.
Player(s) with the fewest
votes cannot take
community actions in the
coming action phase.
Appease
Player(s) with most yes
votes immediately take a
community action (or 4 €).
Ignore
All players place one of his
resources on the market
and place one pirate on
their trade routes. Player(s)
with the fewest votes can
not take community actions
in the coming action phase.
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